We present a fuzzy clustering approach for detecting flaws in the application of predefined medical protocols. In case of cardiac arrest, the outcome of the intervention is greatly influenced by the precise compliance to certain predefined procedures. We propose a clustering scheme in order to detect possible deviations from the standard protocols. Several interacting agents are employed in this regard. The fuzziness of our approach allows the discovery hybrid data which in this case may be an indication of the medical intervention quality level. We provide experiments on a dataset containing information from real patients that suffered cardiac arrest, on a synthetic dataset and on a standard dataset.
Introduction
In cardiac arrest cases the time needed by the rescue teams to arrive at the patient location is a critical factor for the outcome of the intervention. That is why, along time, great investments have been done in order to reduce this time. Nevertheless, survival rates in case of cardiac arrest remain low. Lately [1] , it is believed that focusing on the time and accuracy of applying certain predefined procedures may increase survival rates. The Romanian Resuscitation Council (CNRR) 1 promotes high quality education in resuscitation (basic and advanced life support) aiming to increase the quality of the intervention in cardiac arrest cases. Our aim is to help the Romanian Resuscitation Council to detect situations where the standard procedures have been infringed so that they can direct their efforts in such weaker areas. We propose an agent-based clustering approach for detecting breaches in the standard protocols. Since the search space may be large (nation-wide registries), providing scalable solutions is desired.
In this paper we address the clustering problem by using several agents that interact in parallel by direct message exchange. This approach is different from the related work reviewed in Section 6 at least because we use a completely different programming model, i.e., concurrency-oriented programming [2] . We have chosen to implement our solution in the Erlang 2 and Elixir 3 programming languages because these programming languages have been specifically designed for concurrent applications and hence development becomes a lot easier. Agent interactions are based on fuzzy IF-THEN rules which enables the discovery of hybrid data. We apply our system on datasets containing information about real patients that suffered cardiac arrest. We have also performed experiments on synthetic data in order to evaluate the performance of our approach and experiments on standard data. The proposed approach has practical reasons and is clearly motivated in Section 2. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 states the motivation of our approach, Section 3 presents the theoretical background. The proposed approach is presented in Section 4 and is followed by Section 5 where we show our experimental evaluation. Section 6 presents a comparison of our approach to the related work. Finally, conclusions and ideas for future work are presented in Section 7.
Motivation
In cardiac arrest cases, the outcome of the intervention on the patient is greatly influenced by the time and precise compliance to well defined procedures. Among the benefits of technological growth is the degrease of the time needed by the rescue teams to arrive at the patients. Nevertheless survival rates remain unsatisfactory [1] . The focus is now on improving the performance of rescue team procedures as this is thought to be the main cause of low survival rates [3] . In this regard, the Romanian Resuscitation Council (CNRR) 4 aims to promote high quality education in resuscitation Detecting deviations in the standard procedures is highly important in order to improve rescue team performance and possibly save lives. We propose an agent-based approach for detecting breaches in the standard protocols. Ideally, nation-wide registries should be available for analysis so any solution in this direction should be scalable. Our programming environment is the Erlang VM with Erlang and Elixir as programming languages. We have chosen Erlang because it is promoted as a language with built-in support for concurrency and distributed programming. Moreover, using a declarative language (like Erlang) seems to be a more natural choice for implementing agents. A multi-agent based approach in general is more desirable compared to a centralised approach because it makes the system more robust, reliable, scalable, flexible, cost effective, easier to develop and reuse [4] . Built on top of Erlang VM, Elixir is a functional, dynamic, meta-programming aware language with flexible syntax similar to Ruby and macro support that leverages Erlang's abilities to build concurrent, distributed and fault-tolerant applications with hot code upgrades. In order to detect deviations in standard medical procedures we propose a clustering scheme. Clustering is perhaps the most important unsupervised learning problem and it is widely used in the context of data mining. In practical situations cluster boundaries are often not sharp, i.e., clusters are overlapping so fuzzy clustering is more suited in these cases. In fuzzy clustering each data item belongs to a cluster in a certain degree and one data item may belong to more than one cluster indicating the strength of association between data items and clusters. This leads to the discovery of hybrid data items. The presence of hybrid items may be an indication of the quality of data [5] . But hybrid items may also signify fraudulent behaviour in the financial or banking sector, or may indicate an intruder in intrusion detection systems, or as we aim to show, possible breaches in standard medical protocols. The contributions of this paper are as follows: a parallel agent-based fuzzy clustering algorithm, the discovery and analysis of hybrid items that indicate possible failures in medical protocol conformance, experimental evaluation of the proposed approach on synthetic, standard and real-life datasets. This paper extends our previous work from [6] by providing more details and examples of the approach and experiments on standard data.
Theoretical background
An agent is an entity that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon that environment through effectors [7] . An agent that always tries to optimize an appropriate performance measure is called a rational agent. Such a definition of a rational agent is fairly general and can include human agents (having eyes as sensors, hands as effectors), robotic agents (having cameras as sensors, wheels as effectors), or software agents (having a graphical user interface as sensor and as effectors). Software agents are generally thought to act independently of the user intervention. According to [7, 8] agents exhibit the following characteristics: autonomy, reactivity, pro-activity, sociability, intelligence, mobility and self-organization. The most attractive property is self-organization, that is, the ability to improve its behaviour without external influence or guidance. An agent always has an associated environment, being able to act autonomously in order to accomplish its objectives. It only plays a role and operates in the environment through its sensors and effectors. An abstract view of an agent is best expressed by Figure 1 . Usually agents coexist and interact forming Multi-agent Systems (MAS).
Definition 1.
In computer science, a multi-agent system (MAS) is a system composed of several interacting agents, collectively capable of reaching goals that are difficult to achieve by an individual agent or monolithic system.
The precise nature of the agents is not clearly established. MAS may also include human agents. Examples of multi agent systems include human organizations and society in general.
Remark 2.
In a multi-agent system, agents can be software agents, robots and also humans.
Remark 3.
As a consequence to Remark 2 it follows that there is no single agent system.
A multi agent system has the following advantages: it is inherently a distributed architecture and thus critical failures and performance bottlenecks are avoided; allows interconnection of legacy systems; problems like task allocation, team planning, complex phenomena simulation are naturally modelled in terms of interacting agents; efficiently operates with information from spatially distributed sources; suitable in situations where knowledge is distributed temporally and spatially; enhances system performance at least in the following aspects of computational efficiency, robustness, reliability, and extensibility. In machine learning, clustering is an example of unsupervised learning because it does not rely on predefined classes and class-labelled training examples. So it could be said that clustering is a form of learning by observation, rather than learning by examples. In data analysis, efforts have been conducted on finding methods for efficient and effective cluster analysis in large databases. The main requirements for a good clustering algorithm would be the scalability of the method, its effectiveness for clustering complex shapes and types of data, dealing with high-dimensional data, and handling mixed numerical and categorical data in large databases. Fuzzy sets represent a mathematical theory suitable for modelling imprecision and unclearness [9] . Generally, unclearness is associated to the difficulty of making precise statements with respect to a certain topic. On the other side, in the Fuzzy Sets Theory, the hard alternative yes -no is indefinitely nuanceable. From this point of view, the fuzzy sets theory is not only a theory dealing with ambiguity; it is also a theory of fuzzy reasoning. The interpretation of Fuzzy Logic is twofold. In a narrow sense, fuzzy logic is a logical system that may be viewed as an extension and a generalization of classical logic. In a wider sense, fuzzy logic is almost synonymous with the theory of fuzzy sets, encompassing the 'strict' fuzzy logic. The fundamental fact that lies behind fuzzy logic is that any field and any theory may be fuzzified by replacing the concept of crisp set with the concept of fuzzy set. Thus theoretic fields have appeared, such as fuzzy arithmetic, fuzzy topology, fuzzy graph theory, fuzzy probability theory, 'strict' fuzzy logic, a.o. Similarly, applied fields that suffered generalizations are fuzzy neural network theory, fuzzy pattern recognition, fuzzy mathematical programming, a.o. What is gained through fuzzification is a greater generality, a higher expressiveness, an enhanced ability to model real-world problems, and a methodology for exploiting the tolerance for imprecision.
Proposed approach
We propose an agent-based model to the parallel data clustering problem.
Definition 4.
Clustering is the process of finding a set = {C | = 1 } of subsets of a given set of objects X = { | = 1 1 ≤ ≤ } such that:
where: ( ) denotes the similarity between two items and .
Remark 5.
In Definition 4 we avoid saying that ( ) returns a boolean value of or because we operate with fuzzy concepts as explained later in this section.
Remark 6.
In Definition 4 we do not have a condition stating that objects from different classes are rather different since ( ) could still hold as explained later in this section.
We consider the environment E of an agent as a finite set of states:
The set of all possible actions an agent may choose from is:
Definition 7.
A behaviour, , of an agent in an environment is a sequence of state transitions:
Definition 8.
An agent in the environment is:
where E is the subset of all possible behaviours that end with an environment state.
A sketch of our approach is given in the following algorithms.
for all objects ∈ X do 3:
end for 5 : end procedure
@Nondeterministically and asynchronously broadcast ( ) 3: @Nondeterministically and asynchronously receive ( ) 4 : end procedure In the S A routine a new agent is launched for each object from the dataset to be clustered. In its behaviour, the agent will choose to either broadcast a message to the other agents or to handle whatever messages it may have received. When broadcasting a message, the agent sends its id (and optionally a message content) to the other agents in order to enable communication. Messages are processed in the order of their receival. When two agents are in contact they will check if they are similar to each other using fuzzy IF-THEN rules and if this is the case they will group together in the same cluster (provided that they do not already belong to a cluster). Thus two agents can be similar (S), different (D), very different (VD). The fuzzy sets S, D, V D are defined as follows: A graphical representation of a fuzzy variable S is shown in Figure 2 . Whenever a new agent is created it is placed on a B
. The B encapsulates information like the list of agents, the empty locations, the list of clusters. Agents store their position on the board, the id of the cluster they belong to, and the membership degree to this cluster. Even though in the current implementation we don't use the board position, we plan to use this information in the future for visualizing the clustering process. The possible actions an agent may choose from are _ and _ . When sending a message, an agent broadcasts, via the board, its and the message contents to all the agents from the board. In this context, agents are emitting join requests to the other agents, i.e., requests to join their clusters. When receiving such a message, an agent checks the similarity level between itself and the sender and if they are similar they group together in the same cluster. The whole clustering process is based on the message exchange between agents.
Example
In order to better explain the proposed approach we give an example of applying it on a sample from a dataset containing information from real patients that suffered cardiac arrest. The dataset is provided by CNRR 5 and it consists of 49 variables containing information related to the patient, the rescue team and the applied medical procedures the medical devices used during the intervention. From all these features we retain the following: time of CA (Cardiac Arrest) establishment, time of CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation), time of first cardiac rhythm analysis, time of defibrillation. In Table 1 we show the information regarding the variables used in this example and Table 2 contains the sample dataset.
We have associated an I to each instance from Table 2 in order to be able to easily refer to individual instances. After executing our clustering algorithm we obtain the following clusters:
• C 1: 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9
• C 2: 6 10
In Table 3 we show the membership degrees of each instance to each cluster as well as the cluster it finally belongs to. Items from C 2 are characterised by very high differences between the time when the considered medical procedures have been applied. Instances are assigned to the cluster with which they have the highest membership degree. However the membership degrees to each cluster are also available and this reveals other possibly suspicious instances (the ones having close membership degree values to both clusters, like instance 9 for example). 
Methodology
Before we can apply our clustering algorithm to any dataset, we need to preprocess the data. The preprocessing phase is a process that is usually necessary and it takes place before any data mining operation. This preprocessing step is necessary because it is often the case that data comes from multiple heterogeneous sources which increases the chance of receiving low-quality data, i.e., noisy, missing or inconsistent data. Several data preprocessing techniques exist like data cleaning, data integration, data transformation and data reduction. Data cleaning involves transformations to correct wrong data and is used in general for removing noise and inconsistencies in data. Data integration is used for merging multiple sources of data into a single data store, such as a data warehouse while data transformations, like normalization, can improve the accuracy and efficiency of the data mining algorithms that consider distance measurements. Data reduction leads to a reduced size of data by aggregating, eliminating redundant features, or clustering [10] . Nevertheless, data preprocessing should be used with caution because it could destroy interesting features in data, maybe exactly what the data analyst is looking for. Considering the sample data from Table 2 , the first step that we perform is to covert the data which are of type T to integer values representing time intervals in number of minutes. The converted dataset is shown in Table 4 . The obtained dataset has three variables representing the time intervals. The next step that we perform is normalization. Normalization is particularly useful for clustering algorithms because it helps preventing attributes with large ranges from outweighing attributes with smaller ranges. As a normalization method, the min-max normalization method is chosen because it preserves the relationships between the original data values as opposed to z-score normalization, and normalization by decimal scaling [10] .
For scaling the values in the [0 1] interval the following formula is used:
where = {X | = 1 | |} is the dataset with items to be clustered, A denotes the value of the item in the considered attribute A, A and A are the minimum and, respectively, the maximum values over A. The normalized dataset is then used for clustering.
Experiments
In this section we describe our experimental setup. We provide three case studies. In the first one (Subsection 5.1) we perform experiments on data from real patients that suffered cardiac arrest. These datasets were provided by CNRR 6 .
The second case study (Subsection 5.2) uses a synthetic dataset in order to study the execution performance of our approach. We perform experiments on a standard dataset 7 in our third case study from Subsection 5.3.
Case study  CNRR dataset
In this case study we have used a dataset provided by the Romanian Resuscitation Council (CNRR Let us check each item in more detail. In order to do this deeper analysis we have to check out the membership degrees table (Table 5) . Because of space limitations we cannot consider all instances from the dataset so in Table 5 we have eliminated all instances from C 1. In the membership table one can see in what degree does each item belong to the clusters. This membership is computed with respect to the cluster representatives. The representative of a cluster is the first item from that cluster, i.e, the item that created the cluster. The agents 59, 515, 38, 14 are the representatives for clusters 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. In the following, the similarity between items from clusters 2-4 and the corresponding cluster representative (from clusters 1, 2 and 4) is given. The membership degree to each cluster is also considered. The Euclidean distance between items has been used as a similarity metric. So a small similarity value i.e. distance between two items means that the two items are similar, should stay together. From Table 5 it is clear that we are dealing with hybrid data. For example item 31 has very high membership degrees to both C 1 and C 4 (0 87 and 0 92 respectively). However, since the highest membership degree is to C 4 item 31 was classified here. Further on, if we take a look at item 14, the representative of C 4, we may see that it's membership degree to C 1 is also quite high. So the natural question is if these two items (14 and 31) should form a separate cluster (as they do now) or if they should be included in C 1. In order to analyse this situation we should take a look at Table 6 , which contains the original data (before normalization) corresponding to the cluster representatives. In this table we have included the attribute D from the original dataset (before attribute selection). Items from C 1 (representative 59) are characterised by very small differences between the times when the various procedures have been applied. As we can see, in case of the cluster representative,the highest difference is of 10 minutes and it occurred between the time of cardiac arrest and the start of CPR. This cluster contains data from 46 patients and about half of them have died. Item 59 is the only item from the considered dataset (after preprocessing) for which we do not have any information related to its survival. Items from C 4 (representative 14) are characterised by a very high difference between the time of cardiac arrest installation and the start of CPR (almost two hours). Both patients from this cluster have died. Consequently we believe that these two items are correctly classified separately from C 1. Items from C 2 (representative 51). In the following, let us analyse items from C 2 and C 3 ( Table 7) . As it can be seen, all items from from this table infringe the rule according to which the medical procedures must be applied in order (CA, CPR, First CRA, Defibrillation). In case of item 38 there is also a very high difference between the time of F C RA and the D time which causes the separation of this item from C 2. In our opinion this is not a misclassified item, it is rather an outlier. A final note related to the items from Table 7 , i.e., C 2 plus the outlier item 38: except patient 36, all the other patients have died. From here on the physicians can analyse the way medical procedure infringement influences patients survival. 
Case study  synthetic data
In order to analyse the performance of our approach we have generated a synthetic dataset containing 3000 instances with 10 variables such that we expect to obtain three well separated clusters:
• C 1: items from 0 to 999
• C 2: items from 1000 to 1999 . We have normalized these data using the min-max normalization technique as explained in Subsection 4.2. After applying our algorithm we indeed obtain the expected clusters and the execution performance is outlined in Figure 3 . Figure 3 shows CPU time needed for the clustering process in 10 episodes. As it Figure 3 . Execution performance on 10 episodes.
can be seen, the needed time is constant (around 4 seconds) for each episode.
Case study  standard dataset
We have also performed an experiment on a standard dataset, the Breast Cancer Wisconsin dataset 8 . This dataset contains 699 instances with 9 integer variables plus the class label (benign or malignant), as described in Table 8 . Very few instances contain incomplete data. We have replaced the missing data with the value 1 -the minimum value from the domain. After normalization and clustering we obtain three clusters:
• C 1: contains 217 instances, mostly malignant
• C 2: contains 31 instances, only malignant
• C 3: contains 451 instances, mostly benign According to the class labels provided in the dataset we know that 458 of the instances should be benign, while 241 of them should be malignant. By analysing the output of our algorithm and if we consider that only C 1 and C 2 are "correct" (i.e. C 2 is an error) then we get a number of 201 true negatives. So 40 out of the 214 malignant instances have been incorrectly classified (31 instances in C 2 and 9 instances in C 3). Similarly, we obtain 443 true positives. So 15 out of 458 benign instances have been incorrectly classified to C 1. Consequently, we have obtained an accuracy of 92%. On the other hand, if we don't dismiss C 2 then it means we only get 9 errors in C 1, i.e., we have classified 9 items as benign, but according to the dataset they are malignant. It then follows that the accuracy is, arguably, 96%. Let us analyse the instances from C 2. Table 9 shows the membership degrees of 10 instances from C 2 with respect to each cluster. Item 589 is the representative of C 2. As it may be seen, its membership degree with respect to the other two clusters is 0. So indeed, this item should not belong to any of the other two clusters. Some of the other members from C 2 have high membership degrees with both C 1 and C 2, but since the highest membership degree is with C 2 they were classified into this cluster. The fact that all items from C 2 have a 0 membership degree to C 3 indicates a clear state of illness. However, since some of these instances have a rather low membership degree to C 1 may suggest that the disease is only in an incipient phase. 
Comparison to related work
We are briefly analizying here the results obtained using our method, as compared to the related work. In the ASM model [11] an ant has two states on a two-dimensional grid: active state and sleeping state. The ant proactively decides to move on the grid or to continue sleeping based on indirect communication with its neighbours. The approach from [12] also uses indirect communication. In our approach however we use direct communication between agents escaping the risk of blocking in local optima and leading to faster solutions. In [5, 13] , ASM-based models are employed which use direct and indirect communication between agents. Also, the use of fuzzy IF-THEN rules allows the discovery of hybrid data. In our current approach the agents use only direct communication and a completely different programming model, i.e., concurrency-oriented programming [2] is employed. This leads to much better execution performance compared to other non-concurrent approaches [5, 13] . In [14] the proposed parallel constraint verification problem is addressed using a concurrency-oriented agent based model and in this sense our current approach is related to this one. From here on, the two approaches are different because they address different problems (constraint verification and clustering, respectively). In [6] the parallel clustering approach for hybrid data discovery is employed in order to detect possible flaws in applying standard medical protocols in case of patients that suffered cardiac arrest. We extend our work from [6] by providing more details and examples of the approach and more experiments including standard data.
In [15] , the authors employ an ant colony system [16] in order to extract classification rules from datasets in order to be applied to unseen data. In one of the best experiments performed by the authors the Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset is considered, with an accuracy of approximately 95%. As we have seen in Subsection 5.3, we have obtained an accuracy of 96% (if we admit that items from C 2 are not classification errors).
Conclusion
We have presented an agent-based fuzzy clustering approach for hybrid data discovery. Our central purpose was to detect possible infringements of standard medical protocols applied in cases of cardiac arrest. Being inherently decentralised, agent based approaches are preferred to centralised ones since they contribute to a better scalability and reliability of the system. Agent interactions are done in parallel using direct message exchange. We have used the Erlang VM as an execution environment because the world is parallel, the way we interact is parallel so if we want to model this behaviour we need an environment designed specifically for this situation. We have used a dataset provided by CNRR, a synthetic dataset and a standard dataset. We have applied our clustering approach in a classification context (using the standard dataset) as a mean to evaluate the quality of our solution. We have considered a synthetic dataset in our experiments in order to evaluate the performance of our solution. Our experiments outline the performance and the quality of our approach. The CNNR dataset contains information about real patients that suffered cardiac arrest. Unfortunately the data is highly noisy and hence after preprocessing we obtain only a small fraction of the original instances. The fuzziness of our approach allows the discovery of hybrid data. Our results indicate a disturbing situation that needs to be further investigated: in almost all cases where the medical procedures have not been strictly followed the patient has died. Practically we have identified a cluster of patients for whom the rule according to which the medical procedures must be applied in order (CA, CPR, First CRA, Defibrillation) is infringed. Almost all these patients have died. We believe that this result should be further analysed by the physicians. Our future work will focus on: extending our model for categorical data and improving the performance of our system.
